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- A chain of activities

[1:1]…[1:1]            [M:1]    [1:1]…[1:1]     [1:M] [1:1]…[1:1]

(process instances)         (shared process)          (process instances)

sounds like three distinct processes

- But they might be only two processes: the initial chain is the front 
end of a process, and the final chain is the back-end of the same

process, and they were temporarily interrupted by another process.

- The reverse situation 

[1:1]…[1:1]            [1:M]    [1:1]…[1:1]     [M:1]      [1:1]…[1:1]

(process instance)         (parallel splits)          (process instance)

a chain of activities splits into M parallel activities that eventually

rejoin and continue with the original triggering even.

It is all one process.
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- Example of the first type, from a marine bulk terminal 

-Multiple ship-loading orders flow into a separate process assigning
and scheduling resources, after which the process instances start 

up again
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- Example of the second type: a process doing experience-point
(XP) research. XP is a unit of measurement used in role-playing
games, e.g., championship footbal game.

- At the front-end of the process is interview and survey design, then
multiple (1:M) field workers collect survey data, which all upload 

(M:1), and the process continues with data crunching and report 

preparation. Hence, the original ‘1’ (the event) carries on.

- Sometimes bathcing (M:1) is introduced to make things efficient, 
but is not an inherently part of the process. Focus on a single 
instance and ignore batching unless it is fundamental to the 
process

- Remember the Telco example, the key was to focus on the path
taken by a single order, from triggering event through final result, 

instead of considering batched internal services. 
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-Naming the Business Processes: a list of mushy verbs you should avoid

-Maintain

-Manage

- Administer

-Handle

- Process

-Do

- Improve

- Support

- Facilitate

-Drive

- Track

- Review

- Analyze

-Monitor

-Coordinate

-Use a top-down approach only when you are dealing with conceptual
thinkers which may be frustrated by details.

- But try to ask about legitimate activities that are smaller than a 
complete bp, so as to keep the bottom-up approach.
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-Up to now we have named a set of related processes

-Now we choose the first process to be considered

-Often, the team receives some directive to match a business process

- A more formal approach is the following:

- a) Identify the Critical Success Factors (CSFs) of the Organization, 
i.e., things that must go exceptionally well to meet the business 

objectives

- ″Completion of the XYZ project on time and on budget″ � NO. 

It is an objective. A related CSF could be:

″Maintain an exceptionally high level of client involvement in

requirement definition″ � OK, less specificity.

- It is useful to limit the number of CSFs to five. 
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- b) Build a matrix processes versus CSFs, and for each process
determine the impact (from 1 – low - to 5 – high -) that the process

has on CSF

- c) Assess the ‘brokeness’ of each process (from 1 – good shape - to 5 -
mess -)

- d) Build a numerical ranking of each process to find where to focus

- The bests is to find a broken process with high impact.

- Example of CSFs for a produce store ‘Farm Fresh Produce’:
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Establish scope and contents of the process (iterative):

- II-1) WHAT the process is:

- a) Triggering events – what initiates the process?

- b) Results – what are the results expected by customer/stakeholder?

- c) Subprocesses – what are the main stages (5 ± 2) of the process?

- d) Cases – what are the major variations of the work item

that lead to different flows?

- II-3) HOW it is currently supported

- a) Mechanisms – how is the process supported (equipment,…)

- b) Measures – how the process behaves via basic statistical measures

- II-2) WHO is involved in

- a) Participating organizations – who participates

- b) Individual actors/responsibilities - who and what are main steps
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- II-1-a) Identify Triggering Events

- A BP can be triggered by one or more of these types of events: 
Action, Temporal or Condition events.

- e.g.: the process ‘determine inventory level’ could be triggered by:

- - a request from the bank (action)

- - the annual inventory cycle being reached (temporal)

- - a discrepancy being detected by a monitoring activity (conditional)  

- Focus on the essence, i.e, what the trigger was.

- e.g.: say ‘customer complaint is registered’ and not ‘complaint is
registered by the customer service representative using CRM system’ 

(such details lead to use cases and not to processes). 

- Action events are common, but do not fail to identify the real
temporal or conditional event.

- Example:…
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-… Assume that the Resolve Service Issue process began when a 

‘trouble ticket was completed’ 

-Hence, all improvements efforts are focused on activities
downstream of that event

- The problem is that the ticket is not the essence of the event, 

because it is connected to procedures. The real event is much

earlier.

- By asking ‘what had to happen before that?’ 

- It can be found a chain of events… 
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- Before the customer realized he had a problem, there were other
events, e.g., the purchase of the offending computer.

-However, they are not part of this specific chain of events.

- Protocol events are action events but are not triggering events. 
They are only required because of the process’s protocol.

- E.g. a customer has to submit a receipt for a payment to a 
repairperson to obtain reimbursement from the manufacturer. 
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